airCentric 2
™

Be cool. Be comfortable.
Be productive.

Airflow technology
that works harder for you.
Inspired by the breathability of mesh task chairs, the
airCentric 2 combines the airflow inherent in mesh seating
with the proven ergonomics of ergoCentric’s foam and
fabric seating for a truly comfortable seating experience.
™

With 66 honeycomb cells, the back foam is designed
for ventilation. Vents in the back cap allow continuous
airflow through the entire back structure.

AIRFLOW

Airflow fabric
Maximize the airCentric’s airflow capabilities
by choosing Air Knit fabric. This durable,
three-dimensional fabric provides optimal
breathability while its cushioned softness
offers long lasting comfort.

APPROV ED

ROYAL 3006

NAVY 308

CHARCOAL 908

WINE 1009

BLACK 9009

Upgraded comfort
The airCentric 2 combines innovative airflow engineering, 30 years of proven ergonomic design,
patented technologies and new materials to keep you cool and comfortable.
™

Airflow innovation
The airCentric 2 offers a new, softer, molded back
foam cushion. Though softer, it is highly durable
and stands up to the test of years of continuous
use without losing load-bearing capabilities,
shape or dimensions. The molded foam provides
long lasting lateral and lumbar support while
allowing air to flow through the honeycomb rib
design of the internal back structure.
Upgraded appearance
The airCentric 2 has the same number of air holes
as the original; however, the addition of a layer
of breathable material renders the holes invisible,
improving the aesthetic of the airCentric without
compromising air flow. The airCentric 2S, with a
solid back cap, is also available and desirable in
areas that have stringent cleaning requirements.
Arm options
Designed from top to bottom by ergoCentric,
the tCentric armrest provides unparalleled support.
The patent-pending tCentric armrest is silent, smooth
gliding and available with 3 levels of adjustability
—vertical, lateral and patented 360º swivel—
ensuring the ability to maintain a neutral typing,
texting or reading position. The tCentric armrest
dramatically reduces stress on the shoulders and neck.

airCentric 2
™

airCentric 2S

Ideal for healthcare environments

The widest range of adjustment
options for customized support.
• Air lumbar support with new and improved comfort
• Superior arm options with combinations of swivel, lateral and height adjustments
• Proprietary 5" of infinite back height adjustment
• Geometrically shaped paddles
• Patented adjustable headrest with three pivot points and 7" vertical and horizontal adjustments
• Multiple seat sizes

airCentric 2S solid back cap
™

tCentric armrest

Optional adjustable headrest

airCentric stacker
™

The airCentric stacker chair provides a modern aesthetic
with a unique airflow backrest complementing the design
of the airCentric 2 ergonomic task chair. Perfect for training
rooms, conference rooms, guest chairs and more.
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